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Abstract: 
There is dichotomy: Life-Death, Atheism-Theism, Good-Evil, God-satan,
Proven God - Not proven god, Reality-Solipsism, Jesus-Hitler, etc. I argue in
this paper, what all these can be put in two groups, which have nothing in
common: 

1. satan's names are Death, Atheism, Evil, Not proven god, Solipsism, Hitler.

2. Jesus is proven Good God of Life, Reality and Theism. 

No wonder then, what there is no common opinion about God of Existence
among the humankind.



Why nobody cares to find True Religion?

Give me references to journals, preferably peer-review, that mix Science and
Religion. Found only one such: “Zygon: Journal of Religion and Science”. I bet
there were plenty of such journals prior to Darwinian Revolution. But mix of
Religion and Science in the end will result in finding True Religion. I need
journals, that can change academic Science and add up to it. Does this Zygon
journal make change to Physics or Math, if God becomes proven? No? No.
Okey! I expected too much from damned (to Apocalyptic Purifying Fire in
Genesis 3:17) planet. There are no such journals. No "Science + Religion" out
there. But maybe there is a science and spirituality peer-review journals? All
religious scientists (including A. Einstein [a pan-theist], I. Newton [a christian]
and Nikola Tesla [Eastern-Orthodox]) wrote their articles in such a way that
their faith had no effect on their scientific work: same results could be made by
godless people. And very rare exceptions (it is a highly reasonable minority
among large number of Creationists) were not allowed to peer-reviewed
publications.

The Absolute Truth is what God acts on Material World: look up "Holy Fire".
So there must be modifying action of Religion on Science. But ``the Spirit of
truth. The world cannot accept Him, because it neither sees Him nor knows
Him. But you know Him, for He lives with you and will be in you." John 14:17.
What?! Miracles are not relevant to Science?! Science is Truth-seeking, isn't it?
Or it is lie-seeking? Opponent: "If there is objective verifiable evidence
concerning a miracle it is no longer a miracle." But that does not explain why
Science does not study the cases of unknown. Ignorance?

Freedoms are defined as actions within God's Law. Otherwise it is not
freedoms, but criminal outlaw. Truth is God's name, so Spirit of Truth is God.
Can a mentally healthy person not like the truth? All have one truth: 2 + 2 is not
5. "Everyone who does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for
fear that their deeds will be exposed." John 3:20.

Faith is not enemy of Science nor of Scientific Knowledge, because word
"Faith" (in Wikipedia references to peer-review sources) is defined as
faithfulness to Knowledge. A faithful human is always true to Absolute Truth.
The Popper's Scientific Criterion will be rewritten in Better World to include
Absolute True Knowledge by "a theory is scientific, if it is confirmable
(synonym: verifiable)."



FACTS:
1. The science is in crisis and has major problems,
2. The science denies to call Absolute Truth "scientific", because it is not
falsifiable.
3. Theology acknowledges the existence of Absolute Truth.

Conclusion: the Popper's criterion must be improved to connect Science and
Religion. The problems of Science are multiplying in exponential progression.
Thus, something is wrong in basement of Scientific Building. Some father of
Science said something stupid. And now we do not know the 95 % composition
of Reality (we called it Dark Energy and Dark Matter problems). Dark Matter
and Dark Energy is a manifestation of the spirituality of Reality: it was
simultaneously discovered and not found. Discovered on the influence of
gravity on the stars (NASA research), and not found in CERN and underground
detectors.

I present new ideas and proofs for the Existence of God. Science is 
defined as Truth-seeking. God is the True God. So, He is in the realm of 
Science. God is the Origin of Reality. Thus, without this Origin, there 
is No Reality. The latter absence has been “proven” by peer-reviewed technical 
Science: Lauren Tousignant, The universe shouldn’t exist, according to science,
New York Post (October 25, 2017). My own Scientific Proof of God (keeper of
real things “real”) is the following: God knows all. Thus, He knows, that He
exists. Indeed:

Thesis: X knows everything.
Corollary: X knows about the existence of himself.
Conclusion: The existence of X is proven.

NB! Keep in mind, that a thesis in the Scientific Community is not a
premise and not an assumption: look up the words in Webster Dictionary.
Therefore, my argumentation has no circular element. I wrote “Thesis”. "For by
your words you will be acquitted, and by your words you will be condemned."
Matthew 12:37. But we can work with assumption as well.

Theorem of Theology:

If God becomes assumed, He must be accepted. Thus, any agnostic is Theist: he
assumes it for the times he needs Him, because there are no atheists in Wars.
Agnosticism is the absence of the final judgement. Thus, the agnosticism allows
these theists to consider possibility of God. Atheism or not atheism. Thus, the



agnosticism is theism. 

Proof of Theorem:

Let us assume, that a X knows everything. Thus, this X knows about the
existence of himself. Now, because X knows everything, and he knows about
existence of himself, then the Existence of X is knowledge.

Let us assume, that Omniscient one exists. Thus, this he knows about the
existence of himself. Now, because Omniscient one knows everything, and he
knows about existence of himself, then the Existence of Omniscient one is
knowledge.  Look how simple: Let us assume, that Omniscient exists. Thus, He
must know own Existence. Thus, Existence of Omniscient is part of
Omniscience. 

The DNA, design, and Laws in Nature is Information. Thus, it must have
source.
The set of Natural Laws is as much complex as the Nature itself. Where the
design of Laws came from? Naturalist would say, that the Laws of Nature
simply have always existed. But he is wrong. The Nature has started, there was
Virtual Big Bang. Thus, Laws of Nature have origin. 

Keys: Proofs for God; Solipsism.

You've gotta dance like there's nobody watching,
Love like you'll never be hurt,
Sing like there's nobody listening,
And live like it's heaven on earth.

-- William W. Purkey.

Why it is hard to reject satan's slavery

Do you know why it is impossible for humankind to come to a common 
opinion about the existence of God? Because there are two Gods and the 
second one does not exist. The Atheism is just a (pseudo)religion, because 
it can not ever be proven. Its idol is a non-existing god. Absolute Truth 
is what can never be disproven. The Absolute Lie is what can never be 
proven. People lie. Atheists are people. Atheists do not lie that Existing God is
non-existing?

Why does Atheism allow for itself a criticism of God without having a clue 



about Him? Because Atheism is a pseudo-religion, and then the viewing of
secular TV is being subjected to Proselytism of Godless-ness. "Rejoice always,
pray continually, give thanks in all circumstances; for this is God's will for you
in Christ Jesus." 1st Thessalonians 5:16-18. 

Typical dialogue with the atheist:

- What or who is God?

- That which is not. Not existing.

- How stupid. I do not have in my pocket an assault rifle. The assault rifle is
God?

- It turns out that Atheism is the Absolute Idolatry. For example, if I 
don't have a BMW in my garage, then the BMW is God. Because God is 
omnipresent, and since he is somewhere "not", then he is "not" everywhere. 
And what is "not", that is God. All that does "not" fit in my pocket is 
my desired God! Bank of England - my god! America's Gold Reserve - my
God! For the godless physicist, the idols to persuit are unproven theories
(because they and their premises are not proven, they do not contain any
Knowledge): The Big Bang Theory, the Theory of the Evolution of Species,
String Theory, Quantum Gravity, the Computer Simulation of Reality. In
general, to consider as God what is not in your pocket is an Absolute Solipsism.
Which is now planted in the public as Lauren Tousignant's statement "The
Universe shouldn't exist, according to science", New York Post (October 
25, 2017).

We mostly get an un-natural un-compassionate feeling, when somebody tells 
us that God exists and he knows it for sure. Such human makes us at least 
try hard to debunk him or to make him sound ridiculous by twisting the 
wording of his proof. But this is because there are two basic options 
among all religions (including Atheism): The Existing God and Non-existing 
god (idol). We are stuck with just the second one. Therefore, we 
intuitively know, that our “god” is a non-existing one. But if God is 
killed, then how you obtained refulgence in your face? Is it a result of 
a bang? A very messy Big Bang?!

People lie. Atheists are people. Can these superhumans lie?

Dialogue with a sick idiocy:



- People lie. Atheists are people. Atheists do not lie that there is no God?

- if people lie
it means you're lying

- You did not answer the question. Can an atheist lie or not?

- lie in what?

- Generally, can or not?

- in what?

- Generally. What, I do not speak English? Generally, does atheist lie at least in
something?

- everyone can lie a
little,
like you

- as was required to prove. Now God became possible. And because He is
possible, then He is proved by the Theorem of Theology (I can give a link).

- what means became possible?

- Did I say something not in English? Oxford Dictionary to help! Stop to lie
that you do not know English words.

BASIC THEOREM OF THEOLOGY:
Thesis: If God is possible, then He exists.
Prooof:
Since God is omnipresent and has a non-zero probability of Being, then by
adding the probabilities of individual sections of any selected area of the
Universe, we quickly obtain the full 100 % probability of finding God in a
given area of the Universe.

Therefore, the godless Bolsheviks uprooted (in addition to the True Faith of
their ancestors) any mention of the Name of God. All Theisms and Agnosticism
went to Butovo killing place. Also, the Jewish people do remind the bloody
atheists of the God of their fathers. Therefore, they are all attacking Israel,
making the hypocrite exception within the strugle against antisemitism.



"Teacher," said John, "we saw someone driving out demons in your name and
we told him to stop, because he was not one of us." "Do not stop him," Jesus
said. "For no one who does a miracle in my name can in the next moment say
anything bad about me, for whoever is not against us is for us." Mark 9: 38-40.

The baseless attempt to disprove Reality
The Darwin's Biological Evolution is being used by wrong people as part in
attempt to prove, that spiritual things are needless. Stephen Hawking has a
paragraph in his book asserting that his No Boundary proposal leaves no room
for a Creator. Such attempt is the misuse of the Methodological Naturalism.
After its completion, the God would be Scientifically Disproven (or as Dr.
Friedrich Nietzsche would joyfully say -- killed).
Nobody is trying to put Atheism on Scientific Basis? No, it is lie: everybody
wants to be scientific: ``You are demon-possessed," the crowd answered.
``Who is trying to kill you?" John 7:20. 
But it is far from completion yet, and new problems do grow in exponential
progression. So, currently the Darwin's Theory without working Big Bang
Theory is like the completion of the Venus statue out of marble without making
the first hummer stroke. So, it is Nothingness, it is Death, it is the Fact of
Wishful Thinking -- the wish is solipsism. Also, the Fermi Paradox is the
conflict between observations (the SETI has not recorded signs of life activity
in Cosmos) and agenda to disprove God. In conclusion, Death of God is a
collection of an infinite number of ad hoc hypotheses. One of such ad hoc
hypothesises is ``Valid'' Big Bang Theory.

Let me emphasize my point: the Darwin's Origin of Species is used by wrong
people to prove Atheism. Part of that proof is the Big Bang, because Universe
must have some Beginning. The Beginning is either natural (with help of
hypothetical Theory of Everything) from zero-sized mathematical point, or the
beginning is at 7000BC from initial state: initial matter distribution. Latter has
no Actual Big Bang, but Virtual Big Bang. Word ``Virtual'' refers to Virtual
History prior to 7000BC, which is described by my virtual matter. At Creation
the virtual matter becomes actual.

But to have working Actual Big Bang model, one must prove the Laplace
hypothesis of Solar System formation from a gas-dust cloud. But rotation of
this cloud must violate the Kepler's laws, because currently the 95 % of rotation
momentum is contained in 5 % of matter -- planets. 

Soul and Entropy
Due to my discovery -the Virtual-Actual Matter Joint Conservation- following
is valid.



Consider non-equilibrium thermodynamics and consider the spacetime small
volume V inside the large system. Now, arrange this volume so, that it walls
will not be crossed by matter. Then, the Second Law applies: the Entropy grows
in time. Despite the temperature and volume change inside this area V. Suppose
inside the V is human. Suppose, he cleans and orders this volume. Thus, the
area becomes less entropic. Then, due to the Second Law, the disorder in his
brain grows, and he becomes crazy. But workers in cleaning industry do not
become crazy, thus, the human has Free Will, and, thus, my Virtual-Actual
Matter Joint Conservation is needed.

One the contrary, an animal instead of human will not make the area clean and
ordered, if it is not programmed in his instincts. Thus, the animal does no have
Free Will.

Is Science defined as Truth-seeking?

The main and basic Dogma of Science is ``Reality Exists'', because it is
Absolute Truth and can not be falsified: Reality is defined as ``All, what
exists''. Thus, the absolute horror to me was to witness the builders of Absolute
Solipsism in highest places: 

Michael Slezak, Wave function gets real in quantum experiment, New Scientist
2015 on Nature Physics 11, 249-254 (2015); 

Lauren Tousignant, The universe shouldn’t exist, according to science, New
York Post (October 25, 2017);

Massimiliano Proietti, Alexander Pickston, Francesco Graffitti, Peter Barrow,
Dmytro Kundys, Cyril Branciard, Martin Ringbauer, Alessandro Fedrizzi,
Experimental rejection of observer-independence in the quantum world, 
arXiv:1902.05080 (2019).

And the final idea of seemingly meaningless life, calculated with participation
of recognised scientists: ``What If We Detonated All Nuclear Bombs at Once?"
https://youtu.be/JyECrGp-Sw8

Holographic Reality Simulation. We completely measure height-length-width.
What is the point of saying that this is a simulation? From the fact that you call



a sandwich a cat, he will not purr. Calling reality a simulation that comes from a
two-dimensional shell of the Universe, which would be infinitely distant from
us, we express our psychological attitude towards Life and the God of Life.

All experimental results, which suggest the absurd called ``Absence of Existing
Reality'' must instead modify the theoretical basis and interpretations. But
previous references are clear tendency of the Peer-Reviewed Science towards
Absolute Solipsism. It is quite natural end of Scientific Endeavour of
Methodological Naturalism, saying ``No God, No Truth, No Love, No reality."
But I must revert this motion.

God is Existence and Existence is God. Is doubt [``Objective reality does not
exist: Wigner's friend's paradox" YouTube] in the dogma of the existence of the
Existence useful? If Yes, is it helpful to doubt, e.g., the harm of smoking?

God is Absolute Truth and Truth is God. God is as well Love and Love is God.
Just Love like Jesus Christ does. Jesus loves me, satan doesn't love me. Choose
the side. One, who loves me, has time for me. Read then all and try to debunk it
using own brain, not just trolling ``it is not top ranked human, so it must be
wrong.'' Truth is God, Love is God. Therefore, the only valid goal of Science is
to get know God, while loving own authors. A proof is the knowledge of the
God's mind. Therefore to prove God to God is easy. 

The demand for highest impact factor of the publishing journal (or the citation
index of author) is the famous Fallacy of Authority. Not the authority is bad for
science, but the fallacy occurs, when we replace Truth with Authority. More
authority - more probability of correctness, but correctness always possible
despite the authority. However a Hitler-like human, who has lost all authority,
always says lies even saying 2+2 is 4, because the truth by definition must have
reliable source - God of Truth. Thus, the satan and his evil spirits are total liars.
``When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father
of it." John 8:44, ``You brood of vipers, how can you who are evil say anything
good? For the mouth speaks what the heart is full of.'' Matthew 12:34.

Truth can not be falsified. Thus, the Science is confirmable, not falsifiable in
Popper's Scientific Criterion: the satan has twisted our mind, that if we would
get to heaven, we will confuse it with hell. We even think, that death is natural;
no, death is the name of satan and, thus, all human deaths are in causal
connection: between the death beds is flying the Angel of Death - satan. Thus,
his velocity is 0.08 c, much less than maximum of c. All human deaths are
technically conducted by satan's hand: ``he was a murderer from the beginning"



John 8:44, ``When the devil had finished all this tempting, he left Him until an
opportune time." Luke 4:13, ``Hereafter I will not talk much with you: for the
prince of this world cometh, and hath nothing in Me.'' John 14:30.
``Truth Song Honesty Song (Learn Honesty for Kids - Audio)''
https://youtu.be/hNq1G92lZmA

There is Presumption of Guilt, and Presumption of Innocence. One is from
satan -- it is corruption of thought. Other is from God, because ``I take no
pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that they turn from their ways
and live. Turn! Turn from your evil ways! Why will you die, people of Israel?".
Ezekiel 33:11. Nobody is wrong, until proven wrong. Truth can not be proven
wrong. Truth can be confirmed. If something gets falsified, then it is not the
Truth anymore nor in past nor in present, nor in future. That something has lost
own Existence: falsehoods do not exist.

``Little Big Town - Happy People" https://youtu.be/DDcJiamY9N8

The Church can not make mistakes, because God does not allow that. God and
Church are in Unity. A human's knowledge is the knowledge of his God. But
because we can confuse voices in our brain with God, we need Church
consensus to get to the Absolute Truth. Thus, the Church has Absolute
Authority. ``If you forgive anyone's sins, their sins are forgiven; if you do not
forgive them, they are not forgiven.'' John 20:23.

Although some evil-minded people do test us for spirit strength, although some
lost people are openly and shamelessly expressing doubts, we should not accept
doubt in ourselves. By the power of will, we must eradicate the doubts of our
hearts:

If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally,
and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him. But let him ask in faith, nothing
wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind
and tossed. For let not that man think that he shall receive any thing of the
Lord. James 1:5-8.

We have no other choice: either we do not exist with satan ["CERN physicists
claim that "the Universe should not exist"" https://youtu.be/V4aMfEBE58k ] or
we exist in God. In the God of Existence. 

The True God is Being, whoes name is God. Those who have stollen His name
are idols.



There are three types of people:
1. ones, who say ``No True God".
2. ``Probably, there is no True God."
3. ``True God is true by His name, God is Truth and Truth is God."
If third type is the best type, in God's eyes, then the first type is bad one.
Because there are bad and mad people around. According to evil ``freethinkers"
the ancient people have needed God to fill the gaps in the knowledge, e.g., the
lightning storm was God's anger. Now we know much more, but the God of the
Gaps is still there. Why now sinners hate Him? They did not hated Him just
some 100 years ago. Answer: they have learned from satan how to lie without
feeling shame. The Nihilism and its worst manifestation -Solipsism- is not what
the founders of Nihilism have defined. They defined Nihilism as absence of
Absolute Truth and Absolute Reality, but in fact it is Ability to shamelessly lie.
This ability comes with repeating following absurd mantra: ``possibly there is
no God'', which soon takes more shameless form: ``there is no God''.

If God gave man the freedom to choose: either the mind (that is, Faith) or
remain insane (after all, Faith is Faithfulness to Knowledge), then why are there
psycho-hospitals and orderlies who use physical force? Psycho-hospitals and
prisons really help us to get better.

Accepting faith is a miracle, not a calculation. I don't think anyone came to faith
in a rational way. Because the Darwin's False Theory is still stated as a FACT,
not a theory. Everything is extremely rational and verified in the brain of one
whose idol is Atheism and its first godless one - satan. Any miracle and any
logical proof is recorded into the category: nonsense, hallucination. By the way,
the fact, that the sun does not shine at night, does not convince the people, who
do say, that Earth is Flat, not a Globe.

PROOFS of GOD

Human common reaction to a new thing is played in ``Ace Ventura When
Nature Calls: There's someone on the wing... some... thing''
https://youtu.be/KY-ru62rBC4 There are indeed wonderful things to discover,
because Philosophy of Religion must be united with Physics: knowledge of a
human is the knowledge, that has his God. If human knows, that his God is
omnipresent or omnipotent, then the human must also say, that his God is
existent. It means, from dogma of omnipotence (also from omnipresence)
comes dogma of Existence: if I do not exist, then I am not in potential to do
anything. 

The 2019 Wikipedia with references to peer-review sources tells us, that there



must be a perfect description of faith, look: ``In the context of religion, one can
define faith as confidence or trust in a particular system of religious belief,[1]
within which faith may equate to confidence based on some perceived degree of
warrant,[2][3] in contrast to a definition of faith as being belief without
evidence.[4]'' I suggest, that the perfect description of faith is: Faith is the
Faithfullness to Knowledge. I perfectly know, that my God is not satan, not
Zeus, but Jesus Christ: John 8:54-55. In the Holy Book are many verses about
the crucial importance of mind: ``Love your God with all your mind and heart''.

An omniscient thing must know own existence, so, in Science there is
knowledge of existence of Him. It is easy to be omniscient and omnipotent, if
you would be omnipresent. Thus, there is omniscient thing out there.  

I tell opponent, what I have the proof. Opponent tells, that there is no proof.
Thus, I tell him to stop playing God. Indeed, every word of God is true. But
why my word is wrong, but opponent's is true?! Because opponent is playing
God! He uses God-speech: Genesis 3:5 ``and you will be like God, knowing''. 

God of Love, being omnipresent, unites married couple in perfect love: ``in this
world we just beginning to understand the miracle of living; maybe I was afraid
before, but I am not afraid anymore'' (from Belinda Carlisle's song ``Heaven is
the place on Earth'') https://youtu.be/P-WP6POdTgY

God is not evil. The satan is evil. God is good. So, the holy angel Lucifer has
lost own existence. ``What is an Existential Crisis?''
https://youtu.be/aEzMwNBjkAU God has nothing in common with satan. The
satan has no origin in God: ``He that is of God heareth God's words: ye
therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God.'' John 8:47 KJV. The satan
is absolute nothingness. Opponent: ``It is odd, because satan is active figure in
Bible.'' The Bible needs Church interpretation, because there is even Flat Earth
(dome) in the Bible: ``So God made the vault and separated the water under the
vault from the water above it.'' Genesis 1:7 NIV. I think, the Flat Earth in the
Bible is God's ``trolling'' of the technological way of civilization: ``Dancing
With Tears In My Eyes'' https://youtu.be/PSQWUZ8a2Ho ``oh no this is the
road to hell'' https://youtu.be/OA1V7cI28hI

NO BIG BANG?

Big Bang is the corner stoun of Naturalistic Evolution: before the Biological
Evolution could start, the Cosmology Evolution would be needed to take place.
The ``Methodological Naturalism'' is called to exclude un-natural factors at all
times of the History of Time. But the Big Bang is not the explanation of



anything, because this ``explanation'' comes in pack with unsolved problems:

``Armenia telescope observations disproved Big Bang''
https://youtu.be/p8lKQMEYYLw

``What is wrong with Big Bang?''
https://youtu.be/JDmKLXVFJzk

``5 major problems with Big Bang''
https://youtu.be/dbm3M9Bz4RE

P.~Herouni, Measured Parameters of Large Antenna of ROT-54/2.6 Tell about
Absence of Big Bang, RA NAS reports 107 (1), 73-78 (2007), available from
http://rnas.asj-oa.am/2542/

Opponent:
``Sure, all the scientists and mathematicians are wrong, you with your YouTube
clips and garbled semi-scientific terminology are correct.''

Me:
It is simply ridiculous! Nobody can debunk a paper by simply:

1. trolling it and insulting the author,
2. Presumption of Guilt,
3. Burden of proof (there is no talks of burdens for a truth-seeker),
4. appeal to authority (appeal to impact factor of the paper journal), because it is

the Fallacy of Authority.

The ultra high energy cosmic rays are due to Hawking-type Radiation from the
start and the end of time: Alpha and Omega surfaces. An infinite number does
not exist. Therefore, within the framework of Science, the Universe has borders
in time and space. The edge of space can vibrate, releasing the primodial
gravitational waves, waves, which we could notice in Cosmic Microwave
Background. Such waves can be magnified by Hawking-type Radiation
mechanism.

Universe in Nutshell

It is scientific word for Biblical Firmament in Genesis 1:7. The metric of
Universe is flat Minkowskian

ds^2=-A(t)\,dt^2+B(r)\,(dx^2+dz^2+dy^2)



with r^2=x^2+y^2+z^2; A(t)=1 if t_{\alpha} < t < t_{Omega}, otherwise A(t)
=0; B(r)=1 if 0 < r < R, otherwise B(r)=0. Biblical Firmament is then the distant
surface r = R. Waters ``above the firmament'' might be another word for
Spiritual Food and Drink, Spiritual Wisdom. 

Question: So the spiritual food and drink flooded the world when God opened
the windows of the heavens?

Answer: On the way down it was transformed into literal water. It is like
Virtual Matter -- Baryon Matter transition. Remember how Jesus turned water
into wine? Basically, He created wine from nothing.

Question: what about stars falling from the sky?

Answer: Stars falling from Firmament: the stars will be rescaled to reduce their
size, but the Earth remains the same size, the space scale will be reduced, so the
stars will collide with the surface of the Earth. Stars shrink in size with
preservation of physical processes, because Science must be scale-invariant:
``Men In Black [1997] Orion's Belt'' YouTube.

Question: This verse [Genesis 1:14-16 KJV] says that the Sun, Moon, Stars,
planets of our solar system, are ``within" the firmament?

Answer: No, this verse relates to human perspective. People see, that stars
(even Sun) are so far away, that they appear to be inside the firmament. But
firmament is the edge of Observable Universe in my unpublished theories.

CONCLUSION

The red-shift of galaxies can be attributed to the fly away speed from Earth.
Then the Earth is truly the symmetric center of Universe. That speed is not
caused by expansion of spacetime, but by inertia law: very first law of Newton
mechanics. 

Now, a human is fundamentally different from all animals, because no animal,
no single one organism, is going to movies, to art galleries, is going to Church.
Thus, we are special, we are not product of Nature: we deserve special place in
Cosmos: the center of the Universe. Listen to ``Princes Of The Universe" in
YouTube. The Earth (region around the Earth) is the only possible center of the



Universe. Looking from other galaxies, we would see a skewed, asymmetrical,
ugly sky.


